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Storytelling reveals meaning without committing the error of defining it.
Hannah Arendt1

The Book Unbound
I imagine a book unbound2 and consider its methodical undoing, sections then pages freed from
their fixed progression. I see loose sheets moving freely to mingle and pile in unexpected ways,
and I wonder what new discoveries might arise through this spatial and temporal shifting. Can
histories and memories be unbound in this way? What pieces of a story are revealed or disrupted
through a careful unbinding? I consider these questions when encountering the multi-chaptered
work of Canadian artist, Mary Kavanagh, whose art practice employs story, study and intuition
to examine the complexities of the nuclear age. The Nuclear3 presents us with the highest stakes
imaginable—the possibilities of absolute destruction and a future rendered irreparably toxic—
and, as such, the narratives surrounding it are interwoven with elite power structures and
protected interests. Such narratives warrant unbinding and scrutiny, especially now, in a period
of renewed global interest in nuclear armament and escalating environmental collapse.
In her exhibition, Daughters of Uranium, Mary Kavanagh uses a methodology Karen Barad
describes as entanglement4—a way of thinking and working that explores the intra-action5
between situations and events as they connect across time and space. This impulse is evident in a
series of watercolour paintings collectively titled Rain of Ruin.6 The paintings, hung in a large grid,
spark unexpected associations revealing a web of nuclear entanglements. A meticulously
rendered camel hangs next to the Nagasaki mushroom cloud. An image of scatter radiation
hangs above an animal testing suit. Dark cubes to the right of a desert hare. A sailor beside black
rain. The series began as an exercise for Kavanagh to capture an insight, an image, a bit of
information, as she laboured through texts and archives, films and photographs about nuclear
armament, environmental catastrophe, the militarization of medicine, animal testing—and
ultimately became a record of a thought process, an underwriting for Daughters of Uranium.
Upon entering the gallery, the visitor sees two enigmatic paintings—Red World and Red Wound—
depicting red forms floating in space. One depicts a perfectly geometric circle centred on the
page. To its right is an organic mass. The red circle, as motif, has often arisen in Kavanagh’s
work, in turn evoking bodily organs, cells, or contaminants. In this instance, the juxtaposition of

these forms—one ideal, one real—greets the visitor as if to signal parallel ways of knowing arising
from both reductive reasoning and intuitive gleaning.
Kavanagh’s journey into atomic territory inadvertently began in 2005 with Seeking Georgia,7 her
exhibition examining the work and life of mid-century American artist, Georgia O’Keeffe. The
project became a catalyst for a sustained exploration of the deserts of New Mexico, and
eventually led her to the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library at Yale University, where
she read through the thirty-year correspondence (1915–1946) between O’Keeffe and Alfred
Stieglitz. There, Kavanagh discovered a letter penned by O’Keeffe on August 7, 1945:
My Friend—
I wonder how you are today—now
that we have a new and most powerful bomb—
You know that thing was being made on a
mountain some 60 miles from here—and
about 2 weeks ago—early in the morning
when I was first awake—I felt my house
shake—I suppose it was the bomb—
the people down nearer had their houses
shaken often—I only felt it that one time
Yes—I guess the world will be changing fast.
The letter goes on to discuss aspects of daily life and plans for the summer, but returns to the
Bomb in a prescient and incisive closing note:
And the bomb will probably make
no difference in any one unless it hits them—
O’Keeffe had just read the New York Times report on the bombing of Hiroshima on August 6,
1945. Also reported was that atomic bombs had been made in three hidden cities8 in the United

States confirming what many locals suspected: that a test—Trinity—had occurred in the desert
of New Mexico a few weeks earlier.
Reproductions of O’Keeffe’s letter and the front page of the New York Times hang side-by-side in
Daughters of Uranium, collapsing the narrative boundaries of O’Keeffe and the Bomb by revealing
their proximity in time and space. Following years of intense research about both of these
subjects, Kavanagh is uniquely positioned to point out such proximities, which she does by
astutely situating O’Keeffe’s body—referenced in the hand-written script as much as in the
content of the letter—early in the morning when I was first awake I felt my house shake—as a register for
the precise historical moment of the start of a new geological era: the nuclear Anthropocene.
In perhaps the most striking example of entangled narratives, Kavanagh brings together mineral
samples from two distinct geographies: Trinity, New Mexico and Hiroshima, Japan. Two glasstopped plinths occupy the centre of the gallery. In one, twenty-five samples of trinitite are laid
out in a grid, an aesthetic arrangement that harkens the controlled and scientific conditions of its
making.9 The second holds a handful of rubble in a small glass jar. The label reads: Hiroshima
Castle, Hiroshima, Japan, a site less than one mile from the epicentre of the bomb attack. Again, the
aesthetic arrangement—this time one of expediency—echoes the disposition of the sample’s
provenance. Throughout her art practice, Kavanagh has engaged in this type of material
collecting and archiving as a way of creating tangible connections with history and place.
Because trinitite (still slightly radioactive) is a tightly controlled substance, displaying this material
alongside rubble from Hiroshima is profoundly subversive. Here, Kavanagh’s intrepid disposition
and perambulatory practice become important factors in bringing these materials together. After
years of working with the Public Affairs Office at the White Sands Missile Range, Kavanagh was
gifted this collection of trinitite in recognition of the significance of her work.10 In 2007 she
collected the rubble while sitting amongst the remains of the original garden wall at Hiroshima
Castle.11 This rubble has remained in Kavanagh’s studio since, a reminder of the horrors of war,
to be paired with the trinitite twelve years later.
Kavanagh bids us to keep two grave events side-by-side in our minds: the first atomic bomb test
on July 16, 1945, and the first atomic massacre on August 6, 1945. Though it may be tempting to

draw a single line of causality between Trinity and Hiroshima, each event is so massively
complex that their residual stand-ins come to represent an entangled web of ethical, political,
medical, and ecological concerns that surround these firsts in human history. The people of
Hiroshima represent the first hibakusha, but not the last.12 The Trinity test represents the first
significant radiological marker, but not the last.13 These two atomic events paved the way for
nuclear proliferation and global treaties; they were the first of more than two thousand nuclear
detonations worldwide; they mark the beginning of immeasurable, radioactive fallout; and
perhaps most significantly, they foretell a fundamental shift in human consciousness that
reconfigures spatial and temporal understanding. Joseph Masco writes, “The first thing that
nuclear technologies explode, then, are experiences of time, undermining the logics of the nationstate by simultaneously enabling both the absolute end of time and the exponential proliferation
of a toxic future.”14 For Kavanagh, these residues embody significant events that reverberate
outward and have profoundly changed the course of history. She brings them together in
astonishment, condemnation, and atonement, offering a solemn reflection on the logic of war
and scientific advancement.
Deep Mapping: Trinity
[The pelvis bones] were most wonderful against the blue—that blue that will always be there as it
is now after all man’s destruction is finished.
Georgia O’Keeffe15
In the shadow of the Oscura Mountains, invisible traces of a terrific event indelibly mark the
sandy desert floor, where, on July 16, 1945, at 05:29:45 Mountain War Time, the world’s first
atomic bomb test was carried out. The test was code-named “Trinity” by Robert Oppenheimer,
director of the Los Alamos Laboratory and lead physicist of the Manhattan Project.16 It was
monsoon season, and a powerful thunderstorm delayed the test. The Bomb—code-named “The
Gadget”—had already been hoisted onto the detonation tower, creating a monstrous lighting-rod
of mythic potential.17 The storm raged through the night, the Gadget’s awesome precarity a
foreshadowing of the nuclear age that would forever be associated with this place. But in a desert,
rain is also the harbinger of life. And on this morning as the rain subsided, frogs emerged from

their burrows below the sand to mate and croak and carry on in a riotous outpouring of life. The
birth of the atomic age was heralded by a choir of desert frogs.18
This curious sliver of history registers in Trinity, a two-channel video installation that opens with
the sound of frogs. Their musical voices fill a dark room as text slowly materializes. A designation
of place and date are followed by a counter that ticks ominously forward. The frogs grow louder
with each passing second until the clock reaches 05:29:45 when all is obliterated by a flash of
light and the silent shock of the blast. Silence gives way to a roar as historic footage, shot from
two cameras,19 is shown on both screens—a billowing spectacle in grainy black and white. Both
cameras stay unflinchingly with the growing mushroom cloud until the film quietly transitions to
the present-day Trinity site. Now it’s a quotidian scene of people milling about, walking to and
fro, set against a backdrop of a desert valley. Contrasts such as these weave throughout this video
montage, as past and present merge in unexpected and dramatic ways.
As the birthplace of the atomic age, Trinity is an ideologically and historically loaded site that
provides an anchor for Kavanagh’s multi-faceted investigations into the Nuclear. Situated on the
White Sands Missile Range20 in New Mexico, Trinity is opened to civilian populations twice per
year, during which time thousands of people flock to the site. Since her first visit in 2012,
Kavanagh has collected hundreds of interviews that reveal a wide range of motivations and
interests of visitors. Several threads emerge across the interviews—an understanding of the place
as sacred, an interest or skepticism in scientific achievement, anxiety about the threat of nuclear
war and fallout, and apology for the use of nuclear weapons on the civilian populations of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
In Trinity, Kavanagh intersperses these interviews with striking images of the missile range and
archival footage of the test preparations as a key aspect of the Manhattan Project, creating a
filmic diptych that overlays the nuanced character of this place with the military apparatus that
surrounds it. In a particularly powerful segment, Kavanagh shows us pairs of tourists, young and
old, one after another. They look silently into the camera, smile or wince, sigh or fix their hair.
They simply sit and offer their humanity to the camera.

A special kind of looking is required in the desert. It’s a kind of looking that rewards a slow and
patient manner. One that sees beyond the vastness, and beyond the extreme conditions, to a way
of life that hangs in exquisite balance with nature. To call it empty is to miss the point entirely. It
is this type of looking that characterizes Kavanagh’s work as she sees beyond the surface of the
desert and the spectacle of the Bomb, to create a work that reflects the inherent contradictions
deeply inscribed in the Trinity site.
Rosa the Beautiful
We cannot gauge the consequences of our acts, and we believe in the fiction of past, present, and
future, but it may also be true that everything happens simultaneously …
Isabel Allende21
In Daughters of Uranium, Kavanagh explores the material legacy of uranium—its path as it
intersects with mining, weaponry, and energy—and creates works that resonate through their
fervent material specificity. In Rosa the Beautiful, Kavanagh uses cast uranium glass to reference
the production chain of nuclear technologies while reflecting on the Nuclear as a unique site of
physiological and psychological trauma.
Entombed within a dark enclosure, a pair of female legs fluoresce under ultra-violet light. The
glowing green transparency of the glass offers only the palest light to see by, and as I carefully
navigate the room, I realize I’m approaching an absent body. The legs are cleanly severed at the
thigh and hover above a table reminiscent of both medical and museological display. They’re
supple and nubile, dangerous in their allure. In Rosa the Beautiful, Kavanagh plays on our desire to
touch by presenting a recumbent female body, an archetype of desire, made intoxicating by the
hazardous glow.
Rosa the Beautiful is a title borrowed from Isabel Allende’s The House of the Spirits,22 a story following
the life of the Trueba family amidst post-colonial and political upheavals in Chile. Allende uses
magical realism to create an allegory for trauma and resilience in the face of political oppression.
Rosa is born with green hair and translucent skin, her legendary beauty the source of awe and

anxiety for the people around her. She dies from poison intended for her father, an assassination
gone awry, and significantly, she is autopsied and defiled by a medical practitioner who assists in
her evisceration. Rosa poignantly stands in as the innocent or unintended casualty amidst
political bids for power.
Kavanagh’s Rosa hovers between effigy and autopsy, her supine position evoking an eighteenthcentury Anatomical Venus, an immaculately crafted figure made of wax that comes apart in
layers to reveal the organs and internal systems of the body.23 Though conceived as medical
teaching tools, these surrogate cadavers were depicted as beautiful young women in states of
sexual or religious ecstasy, in striking contrast to the evisceration befalling the body. In Rosa the
Beautiful, Kavanagh looks at the body—especially the female body—as a site of sanctioned
violence through the apparatus of the military-medical-industrial complex.
Drawing Breath
To draw a breath is to live. It is to inscribe an invisible, ephemeral cycle.
Drawing Breath: Infinity Series is a suite of drawings using graphite on paper. Each is approximately
the width of a human arm span and made up of an accumulation of meticulously rendered
parallel lines. Some lines overlap on a single axis; others intersect in a layering that resembles
weaving; some approach one another without touching; others run off the page. In this work,
repetition, permutation, and abstraction mark the passage of time through a transcription of
breathing. Every line is an in-drawn breath and an exhaled mark, capturing and storing the
breath within the stable molecular configuration of graphite resting on paper. It’s an accretive
process, an accumulation of sediment, through which Kavanagh explores the radical
transformation wrought by the settling of radioactive and other toxic particulates in the body.24
The invocation of infinity in the title of this work positions its temporal scale beyond that of
human experience. What happens if we read each line as a year? A human lifespan? A geological
era? A half-life of uranium? Through these works, Kavanagh challenges us to recalibrate time, to
move past the human span of memory, life, and history.

Another kind of timeline enters the exhibition, one that functions on a more intimate, personal
scale. A watercolour painting depicts pale red forms evenly spaced across two horizontal sheets of
paper. Each form is carefully measured for height and width and set across a grid that marks the
passage of months and years from 2011 to 2019. The work is titled Tumour Timeline and charts the
progress of a slow-growing tumour located in Kavanagh’s left lung. Latent in the body of the
artist and the body of this work is a pervasive global toxicity resulting from radiation and
chemical fallout that cannot be escaped. With this humble inclusion, Kavanagh reminds us that
all bodies, human and non-human alike, bear the burden of this toxic legacy. I return to the
starting point of Kavanagh’s journey, and to O’Keeffe’s prescient and incisive note: “And the
bomb will probably make no difference in anyone unless it hits them.” In the context of Daughters
of Uranium, I take this as a caution and as a prompt. Perhaps the Bomb has already hit us without
our knowing. Perhaps it is not too late to take a stand.
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